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Topic-Enhanced Capsule Network for Multi-Label
Emotion Classification

Hao Fei, Donghong Ji, Yue Zhang , and Yafeng Ren

Abstract—Identifying multiple emotions in a piece of text is an
important research topic in the NLP community.Existing methods
usually model the task as a multi-label classification problem, while
these work has two issues. First, these methods fail to leverage the
topic information of the text, which has been shown to be effective
for sentiment analysis task. Second, different parts of the text can
contribute differently to predicting different emotion labels, so
the proposed model needs to capture effective features for each
corresponding emotion, which is not considered by existing models.
To tackle these problems, we propose a topic-enhanced capsule
network, which contains two main parts: a variational autoen-
coder and a capsule module, for multi-label emotion detection task.
Specifically, the variational autoencoder can learn the latent topic
information of the text, and the capsule module can capture rich
features for corresponding emotion. Experimental results on two
benchmark datasets show that the proposed model achieves the
current best performance, outperforming previous methods and
strong baselines by a large margin.

Index Terms—Information extraction, emotion detection, neural
networks, topic model, sentiment analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATIC emotion detection is one important task in
natural language processing (NLP) [1]–[5], which facil-

itates a wide range of downstream applications such as chat-
bots [6], [7], stock prediction [8], [9] and policy studies [10],
[11], etc. In social media, people tend to express multiple
emotions in one piece of text. As shown in Table I, multiple
emotions co-exist in sentences such as S1:“I will watch the
horror movie Blair Witch.” Specifically, there are three emo-
tions, including anticipation, joy and fear expressed in S1.
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF MULTIPLE EMOTIONS IN A SENTENCE

Similarly, S2 contains four emotions: surprise, fear, sadness
and optimism. Identifying multiple co-existing emotions in a
sentence remains a challenging task.

Existing methods are mainly divided into two classes: meth-
ods for multi-label classification and emotion ranking methods.
The former regards the task as a general multi-label classification
problem, and existing models mainly use Binary Relevance [12],
Classier Chains [13], ML-KNN [12] or a Joint Binary Classi-
fier [14]–[16]. The emotion ranking methods directly learn the
emotion distribution and the relevant emotion ranking [17], [18].

Different from the existing methods, we have two new ob-
servations for multi-label emotion detection. First, contextual
information, or prior information, such as topic information
retained in different sentences, can be leveraged to improve the
performance of the task. Taking S4 of Table I for example, a
model may fail to capture the emotion fear because there are no
clues explicitly indicating the emotion. It can be observed that
the representation of the entity Blair Witch in sentence S1 can
be strengthened from its co-current word horror movie under
one common topic, which is closely related to the emotion fear.
If we can first capture such information, the model can easily
infer the emotion fear for S4 based on the word Blair Witch.
Similarly, this observation holds for sentence S5 and S2.

Second, we find that there is a relatively large number of emo-
tions, which can be independent, and the correlation between
which and the input text can be complex. Specifically, useful
clue words for each emotion can be scattered, or mixed in a
sentence, and one word may support multiple emotion labels.
Taking S3 in Table 1 as example, the clues Batman Telltale, but
and weary indicating the emotion pessimism are scattered, and
also surrounding the cue good that indicates the emotion love.
The word weary entails two emotions, pessimism and disgust.
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Fig. 1. The overall framework of the proposed model.

This observation suggests that a model should have strong ability
to extract effective features for each corresponding emotion
in a sentence. However, existing methods typically employ a
simple network such as recurrent neural network (RNN) or
convolutional neural network (CNN) to encode sentences and
extract features for all emotions simultaneously.

Although probabilistic topic models such as LSA [19] and
LDA [20] have been widely used for topic modelling, they
cannot be directly integrated into neural networks with a joint
manner. In contrast, variational autoencoder (VAE) has been
shown to have strong ability for latent semantic learning [21],
[22]. Inspired by previous work [23], we exploit VAE to model
the topics as latent variables Z. In addition, we employ the
capsule network to learn rich features for each correspond-
ing emotion. The reasons are two-fold. First, unlike RNN or
CNN, the capsule network embeds features into capsule vectors,
where each scalar element describes a specific property of a
feature. Such encapsulated features can benefit the learning of
the part-whole relationship for the separate emotion labels [24].
Second, the routing algorithm can help iteratively integrate the
features [25], capturing the most relevant contexts for represent-
ing each emotion.

In this paper, we propose a Topic-enhanced Capsule (TECap)
network for multi-label emotion classification. As shown in
Figure 1, TECap consists of two main components: a topic
module and a capsule module. The former learns the latent
topics and keywords by reconstructing the bag-of-word (BoW)
input via variational autoencoder (VAE) [21]. The latter captures
encapsulated features separately for each emotion from the low
level to the high level via three deep capsule layers. During the
semantic feature transferring between the last two capsule layers,
topic information is utilized by a latent topic attention-based
routing algorithm, in order to learn the task-relevant features for

corresponding emotions. Finally, the capsule module computes
the probability for each emotion label independently. Note that
the two components can be trained jointly in an end-to-end
learning, so that TECap is able to learn latent topic information
without external knowledge, facilitating multi-label emotion
classification.

We conduct extensive experiments on the SemEval 2018
task 1 C English dataset and the Ren-CECps Chinese dataset.
Results show that our proposed model significantly outperforms
strong baselines, achieving the state-of-the-art performance. The
remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we
review related work about multi-label emotion classification,
variational models and capsule networks. Section III presents
our TECap model in detail. In Section IV, we describe details
about the experimental settings and experimental results. Fi-
nally, we give our conclusion in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Multi-Label Emotion Classification

Existing methods can be divided into two classes: methods for
general multi-label classification and emotion ranking methods.
The former regards the task as a common multi-label classi-
fication problem, and uses various types of models such as
Binary Relevance [12], Classier Chains [13], ML-KNN [12]
and Joint Binary Classifier [14] etc., for making predictions.
For example, Wang et al. (2016) propose the TDNN framework
by constructing a convolutional neural network for multi-class
classification [26]. Yu et al. (2018) propose a transfer learning
architecture to improve the performance of multi-label emotion
classification. However, these methods fail to leverage contex-
tual information and prior information such as topic information,
which can be useful for improving the performance of the
task [27]–[29].

Different from the above methods, the emotion ranking meth-
ods try to directly learn the emotion distribution and relevant
emotion ranking [17], [18], [30]. For instance, Zhou et al.
(2016) propose an emotion distribution learning method, which
first learns the relations between emotions, and then conducts
multi-label emotion classification by incorporating these label
relations into the cost function [17]. Zhou et al. (2018) explore
a relevant emotion ranking model by re-designing the objective
function [18]. Yang et al. (2018) present a model for relevant
emotion ranking by transferring knowledge from topic models
to the target task of multi-label emotion [30]. However, these
models fail to learn effective features for each corresponding
emotion, which is crucial for correctly predicting all emotions.

B. Variational Models

Our proposed method is also related to variational models in
NLP applications [22], [23], [31]. In recent years, variational
and its variant models have been widely utilized for various
tasks [32]–[35]. For example, Bowman et al. (2015) introduce
a RNN-based VAE model for generating diverse and coherent
sentences. Miao et al. (2016) propose a neural variational frame-
work by incorporating multilayer perceptrons (MLP), CNN and
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RNN for generative models of the text. Bahuleyan et al. (2017)
design an attention-based variational seq2seq model. More re-
cently, Zhang et al. (2019) exploit VAE to integrate sentence
with syntactic trees for improving the grammar of generated
sentences. Different from these model for the generation of texts,
in this study, we employ a VAE model to reconstruct the input,
during which we learn the latent topic information for facilitating
downstream prediction.

C. Capsule Networks

Capsule networks were first proposed to better learn the
part-whole relationship [36]. Sabour et al. (2017) introduce
a dynamic routing algorithm for capsule networks to replace
the pooling operation with routing-by-agreement [37], and they
leverage a capsule network for image classification. Due to
its characteristics of encapsulated features, recently, many ef-
forts are paid for exploiting capsule networks for various NLP
tasks [38]–[43]. For example, Yang et al. (2018) utilize the cap-
sule network for text classification [38]. Wang et al. (2018) use a
RNN-based capsule network for sentiment analysis [44]. Zhang
et al. (2018) present an attention RNN with capsule network for
relation classification [45]. Chen et al. (2019) employ the capsule
architecture to retrieve rich features for sentiment analysis [24].
More recently, Chen et al. (2019) use capsule networks to
enhance the interactions between arguments and predicates for
semantic role labeling tasks [25]. To our knowledge, we are
the first to investigate multi-label emotion classification via a
capsule network.

III. METHOD

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed model consists of two
components: a topic module and a capsule module. These two
modules are linked via the usage of topic representations. The
topic module first learns latent topics and keywords by the recon-
struction of the BoW input via VAE. Then, the capsule module
captures encapsulated features for each emotion from low level
to high level via three deep capsule layers. During the semantic
feature transferring between the last two capsule layers, the
topic information is utilized by the latent topic attention-based
routing algorithm to capture the most relevant features for each
corresponding emotion. Finally, the capsule module predicts the
probability for each emotion label independently.

A. Topic Module

1) Encoder: The input of the topic module is the bag-of-
word (BoW) features of a sentence. Given a sentence S =
{s1, . . . , sL} (L represents the sentence length), each token
s is processed into a BoW representation xBoW ∈ RV (V is
the vocabulary size). Specifically, the encoder fe(·) consists of
multiple non-linear hidden layers, transformingxBoW into prior
parameters μ and σ:

μ = fμ
e (xBoW ),

logσ = fσ
e (xBoW ).

(1)

We define the latent variableZ = μ+ σ · ε, where ε is Gaussian
noise variable sampled fromN (0, 1) [22]. The value ofZ ∈ RT

(T is the topic number) is then normalized by a softmax function,
which reflects the distribution of T latent topics.

2) Decoder: We use variational inference [21]–[23] to ap-
proximate a posterior distribution over Z. A feedforward neural
network is used to reconstruct Z into x̂BoW :

x̂BoW = softmax(fd(Z;M)), (2)

whereM ∈ RT×V is the kernel of fd(·), and the embedding of a
rich topic-keyword representation, which will later be leveraged
into the capsule module.
M is normalized along each topic t = (0, . . . , T ):

M t,v =
exp(M t,v)

∑V
v′=0 exp(M t,v′)

, (3)

where M t represents the t-th topic by a keyword distribution
over the vocabulary.

3) Learning: Following Le et al. (2018), we learn the param-
eters of VAE by maximizing the variational lower bound on the
marginal log likelihood of features:

logpθ(xBoW ) ≥ EZ∼qφ(Z|xBoW )[logpθ(xBoW |Z)]

−KL(qφ(Z|xBoW )||p(Z)),
(4)

whereφ and θ are the parameters of the encoder and the decoder,
respectively, and the KL-divergence term ensures that the dis-
tributions qφ(Z|xBoW ) is near to the prior probability p(Z),
which is a standard normal distribution N (0, 1).

Since the training objective of the decoder is to reconstruct
the input, it has direct access to the source features. Thus, when
the decoder is trained, we assume that q(Z|xBoW ) = q(Z) =
p(Z), which means that the KL loss is zero. It makes the latent
variablesZ fail to capture useful information. The reason behind
lies in the stronger decoder. To combat this, we employ KL cost
annealing and word dropout for the encoder [46]. For instance,
we randomly replace some of the input words (e.g., 5%) with a
‘UNK’ token to weaken the auto-regressive decoder and anneal
the KL divergence term.

B. Capsule Module

The capsule module contains three capsule layers: primary
capsule, feature capsule and emotion capsule. All of them can
learn the features from the low level to the high level.

1) Input Representation: Given a sentence S, each token s
is transformed into a word vector e ∈ Rde (de is embedding
dimension) via a look-up table. Then, a BiLSTM is used to
encode forward and backward hidden representations hfi and
hbi , respectively. Finally, we concatenate the two hidden states
as a sequence representation h ∈ Rdh×L.

2) Primary Capsule Layer: We first define pi ∈ Rdp (dp is
the dimension of capsule) as the instantiated parameters of a
capsule. The primary capsule (PrimCap) as the first capsule layer
is built to extract the n-gram features. We use W pr ∈ RK×dh to
denote a filter for the convolution, where K is the n-gram width
over a sentence. We perform the convolution with the filterW pr
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to produce each primary feature map f1
i ∈ R:

f1
i = f(hi:i+K ◦W pr + b), (5)

where f(·) is the activate function and ◦ denotes the element-
wise multiplication. We perform the convolution dp times with
the kernel W pr to generate the primary feature capsules P 1 ∈
Rdp×(L−K+1), using the squash function g(·):

P 1
j = g(f1), (6)

g(x) =
‖x‖2

0.5 + ‖x‖2
x

‖x‖ . (7)

Then we repeat the convolution operation C times to obtain a
total number ofC channels of features. Here, the primary capsule
is represented as P 1 ∈ Rdp×(L−K+1)×C .

3) Feature Capsule Layer: We set the second feature capsule
(FeatCap) layer to retrieve semantic features at higher level. The
PrimCapP 1 is connected to the FeatCapP 2 via Dynamic Rout-
ing (DR) [37]. An intermediate vector P 1

j|i is first computed by

P 1
j|i = WijP

1
i . The connection value is:

Sj =
∑

i

cijP
1
j|i (i ∈ [1, . . . , (L−K + 1) ∗ C]), (8)

where the coupling coefficients cij are obtained iteratively from
an originally initiated value bij via:

cij = softmax
j

(bij) (i ∈ [1, . . . , C]). (9)

We squash the capsule into a range of [0,1]:

P 2 = g(Sj). (10)

To perform dynamic routing, we update the original values bij
for cij . The calculations are as follows:

aij = P 1
j|i · P 2, (11)

bij = bij + aij . (12)

Overall, dynamic routing is executed iteratively along the
equation chain [(9)→(8)→(10)→(11)→(12)], forming a non-
linear mapping P 1

j|i 
→ P 2
j . In the FeatCap layer, rich semantic

features are captured among C categories of capsules.
4) Emotion Capsule Layer: The emotion capsule (EmoCap)

layer is built for extracting the semantic features captured at
the FeatCap layer that is the most relevant to each correspond-
ing emotion. We achieve this by introducing a novel Latent
Topic Attention-based Routing (LTAR) algorithm, during the
semantic feature transferring.

Based on the DR algorithm, we leverage the latent topic-
keyword representation learnt at the topic module into capsule
transforming. Specifically, for each keyword representation M t

under the t-th topic, we compute the relatedness between M t

and the raw capsule representation P 3
j , and then maintain the

weighted representation as a new capsule representation P 3
j .

The attention computation can be formulated as:

ut = V T tanh(W a1
P 3

j +W a2
M t + b), (13)

α = softmax(u), (14)

Algorithm 1: Latent Topic Attention-based Routing.

Input: FeatCaps P 2, topic-keyword representation M ,
routing iteration r.

Output: EmoCaps P 3

1: bij = 0.
2: P 2

j|i = WijP
2
i .

3: for each iteration in r do
4: ci = softmax(bi).
5: Sj =

∑

i cijP
2
j|i.

6: P 3
j = g(Sj).

7: for each topic t in T do
8: ut = V T tanh(W a1

P 3
j +W a2

M t + b).
9: end for

10: α = softmax(u).
11: P 3

j =
∑T

t=0 αtM t.

12: aij = P 2
j|i · P 3.

13: bij = bij + aij .
14: end for

P 3
j =

T
∑

t=0

αtM t, (15)

where V T ,W a1
and W a2

are model parameters. During the
routing process, we iteratively amend and optimize the connect-
ing strengths between FeatCaps and EmoCaps. By enriching the
sentence with such extended contexts, the capsule vectors can
be more related to the corresponding emotions.

Similarly, we map the FeatCap layer into the EmoCap layer
via P 2

j|i 
→ P 3
j , where i = [1, . . . , C], j = [1, . . . , E], and E

is the number of total emotion labels in the task. The routing
process of LTAR is demonstrated in Algorithm 1.

C. Prediction and Training

In EmoCap layer, the length of each capsule vector represents
the probability of each emotion label. We use a separate margin
loss for learning the j-th emotion capsule:

Lj = Yjmax(0, (B + γ+)− ‖P 3
j‖)2+

= λ(1− Yj)max(0, ‖P 3
j‖ − (B − γ−))2,

(16)

where Yj = 1 if the j-th gold emotion label is presented.
γ+ = 0.9 and γ− = 0.1 define the top and bottom margins,
respectively. λ = 0.5 is used for the absent emotion labels and
B = 0.5 indicates the threshold of the margin. In the test phase,
emotion label is assigned only if the corresponding probability is
larger than the threshold B. The total loss of the capsule module
is Lall =

∑E
j=1 Lj .

Note that the topic module and the capsule module can be
jointly trained. However, directly training the whole framework
with cold-start can be difficult and cause high variance. Thus we
first pre-train the topic module until it is close to the convergence
via Eq.4. Afterwards, we jointly train all the components via
Eq.4 and Eq.16. Once the classification loss is close to the
convergence, we again train the topic module alone, until it
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TABLE II
STATISTICS OF THE DATASETS. # NCO. REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF

CO-EXISTING EMOTION LABELS IN A SENTENCE

converges. We then train the overall model. We keep such
training strategy until it reaches plateau [47].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

We conduct experiments on two benchmark datasets, includ-
ing the English dataset SemEval 2018 (Sem18) [48] and the
Chinese dataset Ren-CECps (RCECps) [49]. Table II shows
statistics of the datasets. In Sem18, there are totally 35,096 doc-
uments, which are collected from Twitter. Each document is an-
notated with 11 basic emotion labels from writer’s perspective,
including: anticipation, anger, fear, joy, disgust, love, optimism,
sad, surprise, trust and pessimism. RCECps contains 8 emotion
labels: anger, expectation, anxiety, joy, love, hate, sorrow and
surprise. There are totally 10,983 Chinese documents manually
annotated from Chinese Weibo. After filtering out noise during
pre-processing, we keep a total vocabulary size of 6.5 k for
Sem18, and 7.3 k for RCECps.

B. Experimental Settings

For English, we use the publicly available GloVe1 300-
dimensional embeddings trained on 6 billion words from
Wikipedia and web text. For Chinese, we train 300-dimensional
word embeddings on Chinese Wikipedia on 3.1 billion words
using word2vec2. In our experiments, the topic module takes
BoW as input, we thus filter out the stopword tokens3. In the
learning process, we pre-train the emotion module and co-train
the entire part with a batch size of 16, both under early-stop strat-
egy. To mitigate overfitting, we apply word embedding dropout
and layer dropout with rates of 0.3 and 0.01, respectively. We
also make use of the contextualized language model BERT [50],
which are from the official Base version.4 in English and Chi-
nese, respectively. We use Adam [51] for the optimization with
initial rate of 0.001. All experiments are conducted with a GTX
1080Ti GPU and 11 GB graphic memory. Our systems are built
based on PyTorch framework5.

We employ five widely used metrics for measuring the perfor-
mance of multi-label classification, including Hamming Loss
(HL), Ranking Loss (RL), Micro F1 (miF1), Macro F1
(maF1) and Average Precision (AP) [12], [18].

1[Online]. Available: http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
2[Online]. Available: https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
3For Chinese, we perform word segmentation first, by using the gen-

sim package: [Online]. Available: https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/parsing/
preprocessing.html

4[Online]. Available: https://github.com/google-research/bert
5[Online]. Available: https://pytorch.org/

C. Baselines

We compare the proposed model with strong baseline sys-
tems, which can be divided into two classes: models for multi-
label classification (MLC) and methods for multi-label emotion
classification (MLEC).

MLC: We first employ Binary Relevance (BR) methods.
Zhang et al. (2014) transform multi-label problem into several
binary problems [12]. Following their settings, we compare
three typical neural classifiers that are widely used for text
classification, including BiLSTM [52], AttLSTM [53] and the
CNN-based FastText [54]. Note that these models encode sen-
tences and extract features for each emotion learning via RNN
or CNN architecture. Besides, we retrofit Transformer6 [55] and
the capsule based CapNet model [38] into BR scheme as our
baselines, because these two models have been proven very
effective in mining the useful context clues for the classifica-
tion. We also compare some other types of models designed
for multi-label classification tasks. 1) ECC constructs classifier
chains for multi-label classification [13]. 2) ML-KNN extends
the idea of the KNN model by calculating the Bayesian condi-
tional probability of each label and tagging the one with highest
probability among K samples as the final label [12]. 3) MLLOC
constructs the label correlations under local perspective [56]. 4)
TMC improves the feature extraction of multi-label classifica-
tion via convolutional layers [57]. MLEC: We consider the fol-
lowing methods for multi-label emotion classification, including
EDL [17], JBNN [14], SGM [58], RERc [18], INN-RER [30]
and DATN [26]. Compared with MLC, MLEC has stronger
ability because they universally mine the emotion-relevant in-
teractions between emotions. For example, EDL and RERc
attempt to capture the emotion distribution, or relationships
between emotions. RERc and INN-RER both incorporate the
topic representation information when determining an emotion
label. Besides, DATN improves the performance of the task
by integrating external emotion-rich knowledge via transfer
learning.

D. Development Experiments

We conduct experiments on the development set to explore op-
timal hyperparamters including the routing iterations r of LTAR
and DR, and the latent topic number T . The results are shown
in Figure 2. First, the topic attention based routing algorithm
takes more iterations with r =5 on both two datasets, compared
with the dynamic routing with r = 3. This is reasonable since
attention learning needs additional computation cost. Second,
the best topic numbers on Sem18 and RCECps are 50 and 100,
respectively, because the size of RCECps is larger than that of
Sem18. By using a larger T , the performance drops quickly
because of overfitting.

E. Main Results

The results of different models are shown in Table III. We have
several observations. First, the MLEC models give better results

6The configuration keeps same with official Transformer version, and we only
make use of the encoder (3-layer) for making classification.
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DIFFERENT MODELS. W/O LTAR DENOTES REPLACING THE LATENT TOPIC ATTENTION BASED ROUTING WITH DYNAMIC ROUTING.

W/O P 2 MEANS REMOVING THE FEATCAP LAYER. ↓ INDICATES SMALLER IS BETTER, AND ↑ INDICATES LARGER IS BETTER

Fig. 2. Macro F1 over different settings.

than the MLC methods, which demonstrates the importance
to capture emotion-relevant information for the task. Second,
among all MLC models, we find that Transformer and CapNet
achieve better results than those vanilla encoders such as LSTM
and CNN, and also outperform some typical methods designed
for multi-label classification tasks, such as ML-KNN and TMC.
The reason can be that both the self-attention mechanism in
Transformer and the capsule architecture in CapNet can help
capture the rich context information, facilitating the target emo-
tion detection. Finally, we can see that our proposed model
achieves the current best performance compared with all the
baseline systems on almost all measurements, with 0.579 Av-
erage Precision, 0.141 Hamming Loss, 0.152 Ranking Loss on
Sem2018, and 0.754 Average Precision, 0.152 Hamming Loss
and 0.178 Ranking Loss on RCECps, respectively.

On the other hand, the models that integrate the additional
knowledge, including RERc, INN-RER, DATN and TECap, can
achieve better performance compared with the models without

Fig. 3. Visualization of confusion matrix between TECap and DATN.

contextual or prior knowledge. Besides, the comparison between
EDL and (RERc or INN-RER) show that the topic informa-
tion is useful for the task. Here, EDL attempts to capture the
emotion distribution between emotions for facilitating the final
prediction, while RERc and INN-RER both incorporate the
topic information when determining an emotion label. Finally,
our model TECap with the capsule module outperforms the
RNN/CNN based models by a large margin, demonstrating the
ability of the capsule network on feature learning. The above
analysis shows the effectiveness of our model for the task.

We also compare our model with strong baselines on each
emotion. The results on the RCECps dataset are shown in
Table IV. We can find that our model gives better results among
all the emotion categories where the emotions hate and surprise
are more challenging for all the models. One possible reason is
that these two labels are relatively sparse in the dataset, while our
model still gives better results than other models. In Figure 3, we
further show the confusion matrices between our method and the
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF EACH EMOTION ON RCECPS. THE PERFORMANCES ARE MEASURED BY MACRO F1

TABLE V
RESULTS OF THE MODEL ABLATION. THE PERFORMANCE IS

MEASURED BY MACRO F1

best baseline DATN, in terms of each emotion, in order to better
understand our model. By analyzing the incorrect predicted
examples, we find that our model prefers to assign labels to
the relevant emotions which may share more similarity under
the closely related topics. In other words, our model is close
enough to correctly predict these examples. For example, TECap
predicts the emotion anxiety as the emotion anger, expectation
as surprise, and surprise as love. The main reason is that VAE
has strong ability in learning topic information. In contrast, such
ability is not evident in other models such as DATN.

F. Ablation Study

From the results in Table III, we can find that, without topic
information, the performance drops by 0.028 and 0.042 (AP) on
the two datasets, respectively. This again shows the usefulness
of the topic information for multi-label emotion detection. By
removing FeatCap, the performance also drops by about the
same amount as the topic information, demonstrating the strong
ability of TECap on learning features. When both FeatCap and
topic information are unavailable, the performance will drop
quickly, but it is still better than most of the baselines. This shows
the effectiveness of employing capsule network for multi-label
classification.

We further explore the effects of the topic module on topic
modeling, and the capsule module on feature extraction, respec-
tively, which is shown in Table V. We first remove the topic
model (VAE), and the capsule module gives 0.028 and 0.032
reduction, respectively. Then, we replace the well-trained topic
model7 with a sub-optimal VAE†, which is directly co-trained
with the capsule module and stopped when the capsule network

7We use the pre-training technique to reach its upper bound for achieving the
well-trained VAE.

is convergent. We can see that such VAE is under-trained, and
the performance consequently decreases, while it still better than
that without VAE. If we use the topic information representation
from LDA,8 we can still obtain improvements which however are
smaller than that of our topic module. For feature encoding, we
use CNN, BiLSTM and Transformer for replacing the default,
respectively. The input representation of these encoders are
likewise concatenated with topic representation from the topic
module, for fair comparisons. We can see that Transformer gives
the best results compared with the other straightforward vanilla
encoders (i.e., CNN and BiLSTM). Note that Transformer has
an architecture with total stacked self-attention layers, which has
been shown to be very effective on aggregating features [55], for
each emotion label. Nevertheless, we see that the improvements
in Transformer are not as obvious in our capsule module (0.032
and 0.043 reduction). This again validates the effectiveness
of TECap in mining informative clues and refining effective
features for each emotion type. Moreover, we show that with
the help of the contextualized language model BERT, we can
obtain boosted results for both two datasets, which coincides
with the trends in recent studies about BERT.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Encapsulating Features via Capsule

As we mentioned earlier, we adopt the capsule network (Cap-
Net) for feature encoding, because it allows encapsulated feature
learning, which is more suitable for encoding the part-whole
relationship for each separate emotion label in a multi-label
scenario. By combining with dynamic routing, the learnt features
for the corresponding emotion will be further iteratively refined.
Here we verify such strength of CapNet. Following Yang et al.
(2018) [38], we visualize the connection strength (the coupling
coefficients) between PrimCap Layer and EmoCap Layer.9 We
also make comparison with the self-attention style Transformer
model, on which we make attention visualization based on the
last layer. We conduct experiments based on the sentence S3 in
Table I.

As show in Figure 4, we can clearly observe the character-
istic of CapNet on capturing the encapsulated features for each
emotion separately. At the initial iteration, the prediction from
CapNet is incomplete and biased. After 3 iterations, CapNet
is able to refine the encapsulated clues and correctly predict the

8We first generate topic and keywords offline via LDA, and then let the model
take as input such representations, the same way as in [28]

9To observe the direct projections between surface words (phrases) and
emotion labels, we need to remove the middle FeatCap layer
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the CapNet mechanism, compared with Transformer
model. Same color between emotion labels (top) and text words (bottom)
indicates the identical projection. Deeper color indicates more contributions
from the words (phrases).

TABLE VI
MACRO F1 OF CO-EXISTING EMOTIONS

emotions assigned with proper intensities. Such observations are
consistent with the previous findings on CapNet [38]–[41]. Com-
pared with the capsule network, Transformer tends to retrieve
clues for some homogenous types of emotions with overwhelm-
ing intensities, meanwhile suppressing those minority of signals
which however can indicate other important emotion labels. For
example, Transformer emphasize the ‘weary’ and ‘but’ clues
with more weights than other words, consequently discovering
merely the Disgust and Pessimism emotions while missing the
Anticipation and Love emotions. This makes it more suitable for
single-label classification, compared with CapNet.

B. Multi-Label Emotion Learning

We further analyze the ability on multi-label learning by
changing the number of co-existing emotions. Table VI shows
the results. Compared with SGM, The models RERc and DATN
that leverage the external information achieve better perfor-
mance. Note that our model gives the current best performance.
We can also find that the more emotions co-exist, the more
improvements TECap achieves. This indicates the ability of the
proposed model in multi-label emotion detection.

C. Collaboration of Topic and Capsule Module

To explore how the topic module and the proposed topic atten-
tion based routing algorithm together help to make prediction,
we show an example (S5 in Table I) from Sem18.

First, we visualize the coupling coefficients cij between Feat-
Caps and EmoCaps of the model trained by replacing LTAR
with DR. From Figure 5(a), we can see that the capsules at the
EmoCap layer correctly assigns higher weights to the emotions
anticipation, optimism and trust. This is intuitively reason-
able, since the capsule module can capture effective cues for
supporting its prediction, such as coming soon and I’ll thanks to

Fig. 5. Visualization of coupling coefficients cij between FeatCaps and Emo-
Caps without (a) and with (b) latent topic attention routing.

the routing mechanism. On the other hand, it is more effective
to infer the fear and joy emotions when learning the latent
topic information by involving the keyword Halloween, in which
many rich emotion-related keywords are actually retained.

Second, as show in Figure 5(b), TECap with the LTAR algo-
rithm correctly assigns proper weights to the implicit emotions
fear and joy. We further visualize the topic-keyword represen-
tation M (Eq.2) based on the same example, as illustrated in
Figure 6, to analyze how the topic module help make infer-
ences. First, four elements are highlighted in the latent variables
Z. These are the learnt topics which entail the corresponding
keywords, respectively. In addition, the corresponding values to
the token words of the sentence are highlighted correctly with the
highly weighted topics. We can see that, for example, the tokens
Halloween Party correspond to the 12-th topic, in which there
are some keywords including Halloween and witch, showing the
topic about Halloween, which can intuitively help the prediction
of the fear emotion. Similarly, the 40-th topic with keywords
including great, happy indicates a latent topic Happy, which
provides the obvious evidences for supporting the joy emotion.
The above analysis demonstrates the effectiveness of our model.

D. Topic Discovering

We print out the top5 keywords of the top2 topics in each
emotion discovered by TECap on Sem18, as shown in Table VII.
We can find that the keywords under the corresponding topics
discovered by the topic module offer rich emotion-relevant
contextual information for each corresponding emotion. This
proves the effectiveness of the topic module. With such extended
contextual information, our model is able to obtain better per-
formance and more interpretable results.

E. Error Analysis

In this section, we present some cases, aiming to further
analyze the limitations of our model. We mainly summarize two
types of the incorrect predictions. The first involves deep se-
mantic understanding of the texts, e.g., polysemy phenomenon.
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Fig. 6. Visualization of topic-keyword representation. The words at the bottom of the color map at the corresponding top2 keywords of each topic. The example
sentence is shown on the left.

TABLE VII
TOP5 KEYWORDS OF TOP2 TOPICS IN EACH EMOTION

For example, the sentence “That drill looks sick, I’m so loving
it!” reflects the emotion love, while TECap wrongly assigns
an additional disgust emotion label with the keyword ‘sick’.
Actually, ‘sick’ in the sentence is a strong word for describing
the emotion love. The reason is that the capsule network works
by extracting n-gram features, the same way as CNN does.
However, this nature of ignoring word order makes the capsule
model easier to take certain words or phrase out of context,
despite its ability and efficiency in feature learning.

The second type of errors comes from the topic modeling.
In previous section, we show that the topic module is well
capable of inducing topic information to support the learning of
emotion relevance. Nevertheless, since VAE learns latent topic
information unsupervisedly, the keywords under some different

topics can overlap where may lead the model to make incorrect
predictions. Taking the example in Figure 6, the top2 keywords
in topic #22 and topic #34 are coincidently the same. Assuming
that the topic #22 is the emotion surprise and the topic #22 is
the emotion anticipation. If the topic information from #22 is
used, the classifier will most likely predict a surprise label, even
though the sentence S5 does not contain such emotion.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a topic-enhanced capsule network for multi-
label emotion classification, which could learn the latent topic
information without external resources, effectively leveraging it
into a capsule-based classifier for multiple emotions prediction.
Results on two benchmark datasets showed that our method
outperformed strong baselines by a large margin, demonstrating
the effectiveness of capturing topic information and learning
rich features for the task. Further in-depth analysis revealed the
strengths and limitations of the topic module and capsule module
in our proposed model.
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